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Quantum Dot (QD) as quantum light emitters

TEM image of a QD

PRB 66, 125309 (2002)

Coulomb interactions

QD

Single photon emission, entanglement, quantum cryptography…



Problem: how to efficiently 
collect the photons?



Single photon emitter in vacuum

Numerical aperture of an optical system (lens):

Example: microscope objective (N.A = 0.55)

Thin lens

Let’s assume an isotropic radiation pattern:

Up to 8% collection efficiency.



Extraction from a semiconductor material

n1 = 3.5 

nair = 1.0

New J. Phys. 6, 96 (2004)

Total internal reflection:

Example: θMax = 16.6°.

≤ 2% extraction efficiency (optimistic estimate).

Collection efficiency limited by our capacity to extract light from the material!



Integrated optics in 
semiconductor materials

Solid 

immersion 

lens

Bragg Mirror

R. Trotta, Sapienza University (Italy) P. Senellart, C2N (France)



Solid immersion lens (SIL)

Add hemisphere (1 ≤ n1 ≤ n2) to modify total

internal reflection condition. Light extraction

possible for:

Example: LaSFN9 glass (n2 = 1.83)

θMax = 31° and ≈ 7.4 % extraction efficiency.

Ultimately, carve the lens directly into GaAs

(focused ion beam milling): n1 ≤ n2.

θMax = 90°.

50% of the light is still lost ⇒ add a mirror?



General ideal: Stack different materials generate wave interference

Notion of “photonic crystal”.

Integrated mirrors

N. Carlon Zambon thesis (C2N, 2020)



Reflection and transmission coefficients at an 
interface

Semiconductor materials with different indices of refraction ⇒ Fresnel reflection.
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Normal incidence Continuity of tangential components for E:

Continuity of tangential components for B:

Homework: redo the calculation for any incidence angle.

Reflection coefficient: 

Transmission coefficient: 



Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR)

General ideal: Use Fresnel reflections (n1 > n2) to generate wave interference
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Constructive interference:

Optical path λ0/4 for every layer ⇒ strong reflection coefficient (mirror). 



Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR)

Example:

n1 = 3.5 (GaAs)

n2 = 2.9 (AlAs)

N = 30 pairs

λ0 = 850 nm

d1 = 60.7 nm

d2 = 73.3 nm

R(λ0) ≈ 0.99995

Stop band



ACS Photonics 4, 1327 (2017)



Light trapping in an optical 
microcavity



Fabry Pérot resonator
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Quality factor

Full width half max:

Quality factor: 

Photon lifetime:

What about oblique incidence?

Parabolic dispersion relation.

Effective mass for the photon.



Semiconductor microcavities



Semiconductor “photonic dots”

(1,1)(1,0) (1,2) (2,0)



Two-level system coupled 
to a single mode of the 
electromagnetic field



The model

QD

Quantum dot Two-level system

Microcavity
Single mode of the 

electromagnetic field



The model

Resonant case



Jaynes-Cummings model

QD basis:

Photon number state basis: 

Coupled system: tensor product

Hamiltonian: 

Guess for the interaction Hamiltonian:



Interaction Hamiltonian

Momentum operator:

(integral of an odd function).

(resonant terms only).



Matrix elements





Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian

Diagonalization of the 2x2 Hamiltonian:

Eigenstates and eigenvalues:





Photon blockade

Interaction with the two-level system

⇒ Anharmonic energy ladder

Laser resonant with           ⇒ quantum statistics (photon antibunching).



Dynamics of the coupled system

How does the excited quantum dot decays into an empty cavity?

Initial state:

After time t:

No decay, but periodic exchange of

energy between atom and cavity:

“Rabi oscillation”.



Initial state:

Destruction of one photon at t=0+ :

Probability of photon Destruction at time t: 

At time t: 



Generalization to the case of a detuned cavity

Exercise: Calculate the corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

No available mode for emis-

sion to occur.

Limiting case



Intermediate conclusions

• Quantum dot coupling a single mode of the electromagnetic field
leads to:

• New (entangled) states for the coupled system,

• Anharmonic energy spectrum (antibunching),

• Modified emission (Rabi oscillations, …).

• Ideal model. Not a realistic situation:

• What about losses? Coupling to the environment?

• How does the system decay?



Effect of the cavity losses, 
Purcell effect



Master equation

Three state model:

Coherent 

dynamics

Decay 

channel

Master equation for the density matrix, including damping: 

Exercise: show that:



Master equation

Eigen-frequencies equation for the system:

Three eigenvalues:

STRONG COUPLING WEAK COUPLING

Case: Case:

Damped Rabi oscillation Exponential decay at rate 



Cavity decay rate

With Ω defined in:

One obtains: 

To be compared to: 

Modification of the emission rate by the cavity: PURCELL EFFECT.



Fermi golden rule

Excited state coupled to a continuum of radiation 

modes:

Fermi golden rule.

Transition probability: 

Emission rate and directionality enhanced at resonance.





First demonstration with InAs quantum dots

No cavity

Off-resonant

Resonant QD





Micropillar sources for quantum technologies

Micropillar sources developed in P. Senellart’s group (C2N):

• 2014: extraction efficiencies ≈ 53 %

• 2016: extraction efficiency ≈ 65 %

• 2017: Commercially available



The problem of scalability

PRL 101, 267404 (2008)

Random assembling, positioning of 

quantum dots during fabrication:

PRL 73, 216 (1994)

Inhomogeneous broadening

Solution for 1 single photon source:

No existing technologies for arrays of identical single photon sources!



Conclusion

• Using integrated optics to solve the photon
extraction issue.

• Most efficient way to extract photons: quantum
dot in cavity.

• Jaynes Cummings model: description of light-
matter coupling in an idealistic scenario.

• Coupling to the environment needs to be
added to describe emission properties.

• Nearly optimal single photon sources
available today.

• Scalability issue: work on the technology?
Use 2D active materials?


